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Abstract: As the quantity of direct current (DC) load and wireless power transmission (WPT)
devices are continuously increasing in building, in order to efficiently utilize renewable energy
(which outputs DC power) such as photovoltaic (PV), especially for building integrated photovoltaic
(BIPV), and regeneration energy from elevators (which also outputs DC power), a novel building
power distribution system architecture is explored in consideration of the characteristics of supply
and demand-side in this paper. The proposed architecture is a hybrid framework integrated with
conventional alternating current (AC) power distribution system, DC power distribution and WPT
system. The applied AC and DC hybrid power distribution system has higher conversion efficiency
than a single AC power system, which indicates that the former is becoming an important trend of
building power distribution. In addition, the results of experimental test in a case study suggest that
the proposed architecture can provide fine service for efficient application of renewable energy and
regeneration energy in building. The obtained results also can serve as a foundation to promote the
development of building power distribution system and related practical application in building.
Keywords: building power distribution; building micro-grid; alternating current (AC); direct current
(DC); wireless power transmission (WPT); renewable energy; photovoltaic (PV); building integrated
photovoltaic (BIPV); elevator regeneration energy; demand-side

1. Introduction
Since the 1880s, Tesla and Edison have had a drastic debate on the technology of direct current
(DC) or alternating current (AC) power distribution. In addition, the AC power distribution system
predominates eventually.
Nowadays, huge changes have taken place. From the point of the demand-side, there are
plenty of loads in building that require DC power supply, such as computer and network equipment,
Light Emitting Diode (LED) lighting, elevators, inverter air-conditioners, and electric vehicle batteries
which will be widely used in future. In addition, the wireless power transmission (WPT) technology has
been applied to the field of household appliances and electric vehicles. From the point of supply-side,
there is a significant increase in the field of distributed energy [1–7] resources. These sources include
renewable energy of elevators, photovoltaic power, micro turbines, wind power, and fuel cells, all of
which can provide DC power to the building. Especially for elevators and building integrated
photovoltaic (BIPV) [8–13], they generate DC power directly. However, the existing building power
distribution system is based on AC system, so that DC energy should be converted from DC to AC,
then AC to DC. If DC power is fed to the DC bus directly, the power conversion efficiency can be
greatly improved. Therefore, it is urgent to develop a DC distribution system to adapt to the needs of
DC renewable energy and DC load.
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For the application of DC renewable energy distributed generation, scholars have proposed concept
of micro-grid [14–16]. DC micro-grid is a branch of the general micro-grid. DC micro-grid [17–19] is
a combination of a grid in the form of DC power, DC loads and control devices. It includes elevator
renewable power generation, micro turbines, wind power, solar power, fuel cells and some other
distributed power and energy storage devices [20–23]. With a common DC system, all the individually
controllable micro-power devices are connected together.
There has been a large amount of research on micro-grids from many scholars of various countries,
but much less of the study on DC micro-grid or building distribution systems. The research on
micro-grid in the U.S. is mainly carried out through three projects [24]: (1) Micro-grid research
program fund financed by the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Energy Reliability Transmission
and California Energy Commission (CEC); (2) cooperation by the U.S. Department of Energy and the GE
Company, the control, protection and energy management in one integrated micro-grid; (3) Distributed
Utility Integrated Test (DUIT) project financed by CEC. Micro-grid research of EU [25] is divided into
two stages: The first stage is the Fifth Framework Programme (FP5), which has made some enlightening
research results; the second stage is the Sixth Framework Programme (FP6), whose research spread
into controllers, better control strategies, control and integration, standards, impact of micro-grid
communications, and some tests. Currently, the European micro-grid demonstration projects are the
Greek Island Snow micro-grid, Germany Mannheim residential demonstration project, Spain LABEIN
project, Portugal Distribuição e parceiros Europeus (EDP) project, Italy Clean Energy Solutions, Inc.
(CESI) project and Denmark ELTRA project [25]. Researches on micro-grids in Japan [26] stress the
diversification of energy supply, reducing pollution, meeting the user’s individual power needs,
emphasizing micro-grid control and electrical energy storage. So far, Japan is the world’s leader in
building micro-grid demonstration projects.
DC micro-grid research in China is just starting out. On September 14 of 2012, the National Energy
Board issued a declaration of distributed PV on large-scale demonstration zone notice of distributed
photovoltaic power generation projects (including the construction of BIPV) to implement a fixed
unit of electricity subsidies, spontaneous own use and excess electricity grid electricity subsidies
unified standard.
In addition, WPT technology can be traced back to a century ago when Nicola Tesla introduced
near-field coupling of two loop resonators based on magnetic resonance. Due to the strong attenuation
of energy transfer efficiency with the increase of distance, the wireless power transfer technology
is only suitable for the application in short distances (millimeter sized). In household electrical
appliances (such as notebook computers, mobile phones), it requires electric energy in the distance
(meter sized) to achieve efficient and reliable non-contact transmission [27]. In 2007, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) Assistant Professor Marin Soljacic and his research team contributed
their achievements to “Science” in the field of wireless power transmission [28]. With adjusting the
resonant frequency of the transmitter and receiver coils, they achieved the electromagnetic resonance
and utilized a self-made device to lighten 60 W electric lamp over distances in excess of meters away.
The transmission efficiency is approximately 40%, and it makes a breakthrough of wireless power
transmission. The implementation of this technology has aroused great interest in academia and
the industry.
In recent years, with the development of electronic equipment (intelligent mobile phones, tablet
computers), the actual demand for wireless charging and the development of smart home furnishing
and electric vehicle charging, people increasingly hope to remove the final cable of electrical equipment.
Therefore, the trend of the wireless demand [29–31] of electrical equipment will be significant in the
future. In traditional AC systems, WPT technology requires that low frequency AC is transformed to
DC power, and then DC power is converted to high frequency AC. If WPT technology is applied in
DC system directly, rectifier [32–34] (AC/DC) can be cut down and the power conversion efficiency
can be greatly improved. Therefore, the DC system is suitable for WPT technology.
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Taking the characteristics of supply and demand-side as well as the demand of WPT into account,
the architecture of AC-DC hybrid building power distribution system with a wired/wireless system is
proposed in this paper. This hybrid building power distribution system can promote efficiency, which
is the tendency of building power distribution system.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sections 2 and 3 present the characteristics of
distributed energy and elevator regeneration energy in supply-side and DC load in the demand-side,
respectively. Based on supply-side and demand-side, the DC power distribution system is presented
in Section 4. In Section 5, the fundamental principle and applicative architecture of WPT in the AC
system are presented. On the basis mentioned above, the architecture of the AC-DC hybrid building
power distribution system is proposed in Section 6. The designed micro-grid is verified by experiments
in a high-rise building in Section 7. Finally, concluding remarks are offered in Section 8.
2. The Characteristics of Energy Supply-Side in Building
This section presents the characteristics of distributed energy and elevator regeneration energy,
for which DC system is suitable.
2.1. Renewable Energy and Distributed Generation
At present, the renewable energy is mainly solar energy, wind energy, hydropower, biomass,
geothermal energy, ocean energy, etc., and the distributed generation is mainly photovoltaic power
generation, wind power generation, hydropower generation, gas power generation, fuel cell, etc.
Photovoltaic (PV) power generation and fuel cell directly generate electricity in the form of DC.
It is direct DC power supply. It needs a DC/AC inverter [35–37] to integrate into the traditional AC
distribution network.
The wind power generation [38–42] and gas turbine [43–45] generate electricity in the form of
AC. Due to the different rotation frequency of the impeller, the frequency of the AC power is not
50/60 Hz and not directly incorporated into the AC-grid. It is necessary that the distributed generation
is incorporated into the AC-grid through AC/DC/AC. In a sense, it can be considered as an indirect
DC power supply.
How to use the renewable energy and distributed generation efficiently is critical to energy
conservation [46,47]. Therefore, if the DC distribution system is used, the use of a DC/AC converter in
the distribution link can be greatly reduced, which not only reduces the cost of the grid construction
and improves the reliability of the grid, but also reduces the loss in the transformation of power and
the transmission process.
With the rapid and comprehensive application of the renewable energy and the distributed
generation, the advantages of DC distribution are highlighted. It is urgent to develop a DC distribution
system and DC microgrid to adapt the needs of energy development.
2.2. Elevator Regeneration Energy
In the electric drive system, motor inevitably has the braking state, namely the power generation
process. In this process, because of the motor rotor with external load or the its moment of inertia,
the actual speed of the motor is more than the synchronous speed of the output of inverter. Similarly,
the elevator as a potential load frequently could be in the energy generating state while the elevator is
running. In the elevator with AC-DC-AC frequency conversion, the regenerative energy is stored in
a filter capacitor in the variable frequency DC bus, so that the voltage in the DC bus will gradually
increase, and if DC power is not timely released from the capacitor, it will cause the lift to stop running
due to overvoltage.
At present, there are three methods for dealing with regeneration electricity from an elevator [48].
First, the regeneration energy can be consumed in the brake unit or the brake resistor. Second,
the regeneration electricity can be transformed to AC power into public grid. Third, the elevator
regeneration energy can be stored for other electrical equipment.
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(1) To be consumed in the brake unit or the brake resistor
At present, more than 98% of elevators consume DC energy stored in filter capacitor, by heating
the regenerative resistor. The regenerative resistor is pre-linked up to the DC bus. When the voltage
of the DC bus exceeds the preset value, the regenerative resistor is linked up to the DC bus, and
regeneration energy, which is stored in filter capacitor, is consumed by heating the regenerative resistor,
until the voltage of the DC bus is lower than the pre-set value. However, it will not only cause energy
waste, but also increase the room temperature, so that the room needs to have a heat abstractor installed
for cooling, which results in energy waste. Jun Guo and Jinwei Fan introduce an automatic diagnostic
method of the coil wearing state through measuring the acceleration curve of the running coil, which
is vital for the safety maintenance of the elevator [49].
(2) To be transformed to AC power into public grid
DC power, which is stored in the capacitor, can be transformed to AC power into public grid,
so that there is an obvious energy saving effect. Due to no resistor, the room temperature will
not increase, which can save the energy consumption of air conditioning or cooling equipment.
Marsong and Plangklang design an energy-regenerative unit for an elevator system, which can feed
electricity back into a power grid [50]. However, the renewable energy of the elevator, as distributed
energy, has the characteristics of randomness and intermittence, which will cause a certain degree of
impact on the quality of electricity. In addition, the renewable energy of the elevator works with the
building distribution network, so that it will change the characteristic of unidirectional power flow in
a traditional building distribution system. Therefore, the technology has matured, but it is difficult to
popularize this technology. Mesemanolis et al. introduce the energy management system, which is
implemented through an adaptive neuro-fuzzy controller that adjusts the acceleration/deceleration
and rotational speed of the motor according to a fuzzy rale set governed by the travel distance of the
elevator and the load [51].
(3) To be stored for other electrical equipment
When the elevator is in the state of power generation, the technology of energy feedback can
transform mechanical energy of the elevator into electricity, and it can be stored in the energy storage
device, then the stored power through the DC-to-AC inverter can be supplied to other electrical
equipment. This technology can be in not only on-grid but also off-grid operation with relative
flexibility. However, a set of energy storage devices needs to be installed for every elevator, and the
cost of the energy storage device is relatively higher. Therefore, this technology has a poor economy,
which restricts its popularization and application.
In summary, transforming renewable electricity to AC power into public grid has obvious effect
of energy saving, but the regenerative energy has randomness and intermittence, which will cause
a certain degree of impact on the quality of electricity. At present it cannot be widely applied.
Storing renewable energy for other electrical equipment because of the energy storage device, has
poor economy. Therefore, it is necessary to further search after the technology of utilization for
elevator regeneration energy with better economics for solving the problem of elevator regeneration
energy waste.
In this paper, we suggest the elevator regeneration energy feed to a DC system which is highly
efficient and energy saving.
3. The Change of Terminal Load on the Demand-Side
This section presents the development of DC load and WPT demand, which is conductive to
being plugged in DC system.
3.1. The Increase of the Proportion of DC Load on the Demand-Side
In recent years, with the development of electronic technology and network communication
technology, the proportion of DC load on the demand-side has increased. The result of research
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showed that certain types of buildings and even the DC load proportion is more than 90% [52], and
these changes are mainly in two aspects.
First, the quantity of the electrical appliances with DC increases. The most common and most
representative electrical appliance is the frequency conversion device. In recent years, with the maturity
of frequency conversion technology and the reduction of product cost, a large number of frequency
conversion electrical appliances have been developed, produced, promoted and applied, such as
elevators, air conditioners, refrigerators, washing machines and other frequency conversion devices.
Second, an increasing number of electrical equipment are essentially DC-driven appliances, which
need to transform traditional AC power into DC, such as the common electric cars, electric bicycles,
LCD TVs, LED lighting, computers, network equipment, mobile phones and so on.
The increase of DC load in the user terminal is the inner driving force for developing DC power
distribution and DC micro-grid.
3.2. The Development of WPT on the Demand-Side
In recent years, wireless power transmission (WPT) has rapidly developed. WPT technology is
mainly based on the electromagnetic induction, electromagnetic radiation, electromagnetic resonance
and so on. There are three technical schemes based on wireless power transmission in intelligent
buildings [53].
(1) Microwave radio energy transmission technology usually adopts S band and C band
(wavelength is from hundreds of meters to thousands of meters), and is suitable for high-precision
directional energy transmission and long-distance transmission, such as low orbit and synchronous
orbit satellites, power supply for aerospace vehicles, etc.
(2) WPT technology based on the principle of electromagnetic induction is easily realized.
The working frequency is from tens to hundreds of kHz, and the transmission distance from several
millimeters to several meters. The transmission power is large, and transmission efficiency with short
distance is high, up to 99%, but energy transfer efficiency has the strong attenuation with the increase
of distance [54]. It has a wide range of applications, such as electric vehicles and medical micro robots.
(3) WPT based on the principle of the electromagnetic resonance is still in the experimental stage.
The frequency is from several MHz to dozens of MHz, and the transmission distance is from several
centimeters to several meters with less electromagnetic radiation and electromagnetic interference.
Therefore, the transmission distance of WPT based on electromagnetic resonance is longer than
electromagnetic induction. If there is a breakthrough in the transmission efficiency in future, it would
be possible to apply WPT based on electromagnetic resonance in many fields. It is predictable, WPT
technology will be derived from the wireless home appliances, wireless power supply equipment,
especially mobile phones, portable computers and mobile power.
4. DC Power Distribution System in Buildings
According to Sections 2 and 3, the DC power distribution system is presented in this section.
4.1. Architecture
DC power distribution system structure is configured as shown in Figure 1 [55]. It can be divided
as AC/DC converter, the DC bus, the distributed power supply, DC loading, storage, switching and
protective devices (not shown in the following figure).
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Inductive
coupled
(Figure
3):3):The
power
is transmitted
between the coils
in a magnetic
field.
(2)
Inductive
coupled
(Figure
The
power
is transmitted
the oscillating
coils
in a magnetic
A transformer is formed with the transmitter
coil with
receiver coilbetween
[67,68]. An
magnetic
A
transformer
is
formed
with
the
transmitter
coil
with
receiver
coil
[67,68].
An
oscillating
magnetic
field.(B)
A istransformer
is formed
withinthe
transmitter
with
receiver law,
coil induced
[67,68]. AC
An is
oscillating
field
generated with
AC power
transmitter
coilcoil
(L1).
By Faraday
received
field (B) isfield
generated
with AC power
in power
transmitter
coil (L1). coil
By Faraday
law,
induced
AC
is received
magnetic
(B)
is
generated
with
AC
in
transmitter
(L1).
By
Faraday
law,
induced
AC is
by the receiver coil (L2). Induced AC can not only directly drive loads, but also be transferred
by the receiver
coil (L2).
Induced
AC can
not
only
directly
drive
loads,
but
also
be
transferred
received
by
the
receiver
coil
(L2).
Induced
AC
can
not
only
directly
drive
loads,
but
also
be
transferred
through rectification to DC. In most systems, the transmission efficiency increases as the frequency
through rectification to DC. In
In most
most systems,
systems, the
the transmission
transmission efficiency increases as the
the frequency
frequency
increases [68].
increases [68].
[68].
increases

Figure
coupled.
Figure 3.
3. Basic
Basic structure
structure schematic
schematic diagram
diagram of
of WPT
WPT via
via inductive
inductive coupled.
Figure 3. Basic structure schematic diagram of WPT via inductive coupled.

Inductive coupling
coupling is the most extensive
extensive method
method of
of WPT, and it is almost the only technology
Inductive coupling is the most extensive method of WPT, and it is almost the only technology
commercially. It is applied to not only electric appliances in humid environments, but
which is used commercially.
which is used commercially. It is applied to not only electric appliances in humid environments, but
also biomedical prosthetic devices [69–71].
also biomedical prosthetic devices [69–71].
(3) Magnetically-coupled
resonance
[72]
is aistype
of
Magnetically-coupledresonance
resonance(Figure
(Figure4):
4):Magnetically-coupled
Magnetically-coupled
resonance
[72]
a type
(3) Magnetically-coupled resonance (Figure 4): Magnetically-coupled resonance [72] is a type of
inductive
coupling,
which
is transmitted
between
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resonant
circuits
in magnetic
field,
oneone
in the
of inductive
coupling,
which
is transmitted
between
resonant
circuits
in magnetic
field,
in
inductive coupling, which is transmitted between two resonant circuits in magnetic field, one in the
transmitter
andand
the the
other
oneone
in in
thethe
receiver.
Each
resonant
the transmitter
other
receiver.
Each
resonantcircuit
circuitisiscomposed
composedofofaa coil
coil with
with a
transmitter and the other one in the receiver. Each resonant circuit is composed of a coil with a
capacitor, or
ora aself-resonant
self-resonant
coil,
a resonator
an internal
capacitor.
These
two resonate
circuits
coil,
or aorresonator
with with
an internal
capacitor.
These two
circuits
capacitor, or a self-resonant coil, or a resonator with an internal capacitor. These two circuits
resonate
at the
same resonant
frequency.
at the same
resonant
frequency.
resonate at the same resonant frequency.

Figure 4.
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Basic structure
structure schematic
schematic diagram
diagram of
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Figure
resonance.
Figure 4. Basic structure schematic diagram of WPT via magnetically-coupled resonance.

By using resonance, the same levels of power can be transmitted at longer distance in weaker
By using resonance, the same levels of power can be transmitted at longer distance in weaker
magnetic
fieldsresonance,
[72]. The magnetically-coupled
resonance
cantransmitted
realize highatWPT
efficiency
in in
theweaker
range,
By using
the same levels of power
can be
longer
distance
magnetic fields [72]. The magnetically-coupled resonance can realize high WPT efficiency in the
which
is
4
to
10
times
the
diameter
of
coil
[73].
In
addition,
the
interaction
between
the
resonant
circuits
magnetic fields [72]. The magnetically-coupled resonance can realize high WPT efficiency in the
range, which is 4 to 10 times the diameter of coil [73]. In addition, the interaction between the
is
stronger
thanisthe
interaction
them of
andcoil
other
non-resonant
so that thebetween
power loss
range,
which
4 to
10 times between
the diameter
[73].
In addition,objects,
the interaction
the
resonant circuits is stronger than the interaction between them and other non-resonant objects, so
by
reasoncircuits
of the absorption
otherthe
objects
can be between
ignored. them and other non-resonant objects, so
resonant
is strongerofthan
interaction
that the power loss by reason of the absorption of other objects can be ignored.
However,
disadvantage
ofthe
magnetically-coupled
that,
when two resonant circuits
that the
power aloss
by reason of
absorption of otherresonance
objects canisbe
ignored.
However, a disadvantage of magnetically-coupled resonance is that, when two resonant
are closely
coupled,
the resonant
is not constant,
but it is
will
splitwhen
into two resonant
However,
a disadvantage
of frequency
magnetically-coupled
resonance
that,
resonant
circuits are closely coupled, the resonant frequency is not constant, but it will split into two resonant
peaks
[74,75],
so that
maximum
WPT efficiency
willis not
at the
resonant
circuits
are closely
coupled,
the resonant
frequency
not occur
constant,
butprimitive
it will split
into twofrequency.
resonant
peaks [74,75], so that maximum WPT efficiency will not occur at the primitive resonant frequency.
The
frequency
of oscillator
needs WPT
to be adjusted
a new
peak.
peaks
[74,75], so
that maximum
efficiencytowill
notresonance
occur at the
primitive resonant frequency.
The frequency of oscillator needs to be adjusted to a new resonance peak.
Resonant technology
now widely
applied to
WPT systems.
The frequency
of oscillatorisneeds
to be adjusted
to modern
a new resonance
peak.In future, this technology is
applied to regional WPT coverage. The coil in the room can provide power for household appliances,
which can significantly reduce obsolete batteries.
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5.2. The Architecture of WPT in AC Distribution System
For the application of WPT technology, it is necessary to transform the industrial frequency into
For the application of WPT technology, it is necessary to transform the industrial frequency into
the high frequency. Under the existing technology conditions, it is necessary to transform the industrial
the high frequency. Under the existing technology conditions, it is necessary to transform the
frequency AC into DC, and then transform it into the required high frequency AC. Therefore, for the
industrial frequency AC into DC, and then transform it into the required high frequency AC.
application of WPT technology in the traditional building AC distribution system, its architecture is
Therefore, for the application of WPT technology in the traditional building AC distribution system,
inevitable to increase the rectification link (AC/DC) as shown in Figure 5 [76,77].
its architecture is inevitable to increase the rectification link (AC/DC) as shown in Figure 5 [76,77].
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Architecture of
of Building
Building Power
Power Distribution
Distribution System
System and
and Building
Building Micro-Grid
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In
in consideration
of theof
application
of distributed
energy andenergy
elevatorand
regeneration
In this
thissection,
section,
in consideration
the application
of distributed
elevator
energy
as wellenergy
as the development
of DC
load and WPT
demand,
building
distribution
regeneration
as well as the
development
of DC
load and
WPT power
demand,
building system
power
is
optimized system
to adaptisto
the tendency,
thentothe
of the
hybridofpower
distribution
distribution
optimized
to adapt
thearchitecture
tendency, then
theAC-DC
architecture
the AC-DC
hybrid
system
is proposed.system is proposed.
power distribution
6.1.
6.1. The
The Research
Research Approach
Approach to
to Building
Building Power
Power Distribution
Distribution System
SystemArchitecture
Architecture
As
power
into
AC,
thethe
traditional
ACAC
system
requires
the
As mentioned
mentionedabove,
above,for
fortransforming
transformingDC
DC
power
into
AC,
traditional
system
requires
utilization
of a of
DC/AC
inverter,
which
brings
thethe
lossloss
of efficiency.
Furthermore,
it isitinevitable
to
the utilization
a DC/AC
inverter,
which
brings
of efficiency.
Furthermore,
is inevitable
draw
support
from
the
DC
system
or
the
DC
bus
in
the
application
of
WPT.
It
could
be
seen
that
the
to draw support from the DC system or the DC bus in the application of WPT. It could be seen that
traditional
AC system
has the has
lower
energy
access of in
DCaccess
load and
technology.
the traditional
AC system
the
lowerefficiency
energy in
efficiency
of WPT
DC load
and WPT
Therefore, in order to adapt the building power distribution system to the development and
technology.
change
of DC load
WPT
technology,
it is necessary
build the hybrid
system,
can promote
Therefore,
in and
order
to adapt
the building
powertodistribution
system
to thewhich
development
and
the
overall
efficiency
and
enhance
the
compatibility
and
complementarity
among
AC,
DC
and WPT.
change of DC load and WPT technology, it is necessary to build the hybrid system, which
can
Figure
6
presents
the
comparison
between
the
traditional
AC
system
and
proposed
architecture
of
promote the overall efficiency and enhance the compatibility and complementarity among AC, the
DC
hybrid
system.
and WPT.
Figure 6 presents the comparison between the traditional AC system and proposed

architecture of the hybrid system.
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6.2. The
Architecture
of the
PowerofDistribution
System
According
to the
analysis
the distributed
generation (especially photovoltaic) characteristic, DC
electric
appliances
(especially
vehicle charging)
and the
development
of WPT technology,
it is
According
to the
analysiselectric
of the distributed
generation
(especially
photovoltaic)
characteristic,
predictable
that
there
will
be
a
series
of
significant
changes
in
power
distribution
system
in
intelligent
DC electric appliances (especially electric vehicle charging) and the development of WPT
buildings initfuture.
technology,
is predictable that there will be a series of significant changes in power distribution
(1)inThe
relationship
among
energy supply, load, distribution system and storage: The terminal
system
intelligent
buildings
in future.
users
become
more
complex,
because
increase
only the distributed
butterminal
also the
(1) The relationship among energythey
supply,
load,not
distribution
system andgeneration,
storage: The
energy
storagemore
device.
It could
form the
buildings
micro-grid
and thegeneration,
energy micro-grid
the
users
become
complex,
because
they
increaseelectric
not only
the distributed
but alsoofthe
combined
cooling
heating
and power
system.
energy
storage
device.
It could
form the
buildings electric micro-grid and the energy micro-grid of
(2) Powercooling
distribution
system:
It is transformed
from the traditional single AC system to the AC
the combined
heating
and power
system.
and (2)
DCPower
hybriddistribution
power distribution
system.
In some applications
it could single
build principally
system
system: It
is transformed
from the traditional
AC systemDC
to the
AC
or
pure
DC
system,
such
as
a
data
center.
and DC hybrid power distribution system. In some applications it could build principally DC
(3)orPower
transmission
It is
transformed from the traditional single wired power
system
pure DC
system, suchmode:
as a data
center.
distribution
mode
to the wired
and Itwireless
hybrid power
system.
mobile
and
(3) Power
transmission
mode:
is transformed
from distribution
the traditional
singleThe
wired
power
portable
devices
will
adopt
wireless
mode.
distribution mode to the wired and wireless hybrid power distribution system. The mobile and
Therefore,
order
to meet
the needs
portable
devicesin
will
adopt
wireless
mode.of users and consider the change of distributed generation,
the architecture
of power
be developed
and change
perfected.
this paper,
Therefore, in
order supply
to meetand
thedistribution
needs of needs
users toand
consider the
of In
distributed
the
architecture
of
the
building
power
distribution
system
based
on
the
demand-side
is
presented,
as
generation, the architecture of power supply and distribution needs to be developed and perfected.
shown
in Figure
7. It is a hybrid
structure
an AC andsystem
DC power
sub-system,
In
this paper,
the architecture
of the
buildingincluding
power distribution
baseddistribution
on the demand-side
is
wired
and
wireless
power
distribution
sub-system.
In
this
hybrid
structure
system,
the
DC
bus
presented, as shown in Figure 7. It is a hybrid structure including an AC and DC power distributionis
the basic sub-system,
the wireless
power distribution
sub-system
basedstructure
on the DC
bus atthe
the
sub-system,
wired andand
wireless
power distribution
sub-system.
In this is
hybrid
system,
terminal
the wireless
charging
DC
bus iswith
the basic
sub-system,
and device.
the wireless power distribution sub-system is based on the DC

bus at the terminal with the wireless charging device.
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6.3.The
TheEfficiency
EfficiencyPromotion
Promotionofofthe
theDC
DCSystem
SystemCompared
Comparedto
tothe
the AC
AC System
System
6.3.
Accordingto
toarticle
article[78],
[78], the
the AC
AC system
systemwould
wouldhave
havean
an Uninterrupted
UninterruptedPower
PowerSupply
Supply(UPS)
(UPS)
According
with
about
85%
efficiency,
and
power
supplies
with
73%
efficiency.
The
efficiency
of
the
DC
system
with about 85% efficiency, and power supplies with 73% efficiency. The efficiency of the DC system
comparedwith
withthe
theAC
ACsystem
systemisis shown
shownin
in Table
Table 3.
3. Therefore,
Therefore,ititisispossible
possibleto
torealize
realizean
an efficient
efficient
compared
enhancementof
ofover
over28%.
28%.
enhancement
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UPS
Transformer
UPS
Transformer
Efficiency
Efficiency
Efficiency
Efficiency
Distribution 85% 85%
AC AC
Distribution
98%98%
Distribution 92% 92%
100%
DC DC
Distribution
100%
System
System

Power Supply
Power Supply
Efficiency
Efficiency
73%
73%
92%
92%

System
Efficiency
System
Efficiency
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Efficiency
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28.2%
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6.4. The Advantages of WPT Application
Application in
in the
the DC
DC System
System Compared
Compared to
to the
the AC
AC System
System
As mentioned
mentioned above in Section 5.2, for the application of WPT, it is
is inevitable
inevitable to increase
increase the
rectification link
in the
the traditional
traditional AC
AC system.
system. IfIf there
there is
is a DC bus in the building, it can
link (AC/DC)
(AC/DC) in
can
spare
the
hardware
of
rectification
link
and
improve
the
utilization
efficiency
of
electric
energy.
spare the hardware of rectification link and improve the utilization efficiency of electric energy.
7.
7. Application
Application Case
Case Study
Study of
of aa DC
DC Micro-Grid
Micro-Grid in
in aa Building
Building
7.1. The Case of q DC Micro-Grid in a Building
7.1. The Case of q DC Micro-Grid in a Building
The system within our proposal method is verified by experiments in a high-rise building
The system within our proposal method is verified by experiments in a high-rise building
named Zhongheng Design Center Building (Figure 8), which is located in the Dushu Lake Science
named Zhongheng Design Center Building (Figure 8), which is located in the Dushu Lake Science
and Education Innovation Zone, Suzhou Industrial Park, Suzhou City (close to Shanghai City).
and Education Innovation Zone, Suzhou Industrial Park, Suzhou City (close to Shanghai City). This
This building is a high-rise office building with 23 ground floors, three underground floors and
building is a high-rise office building
with 23 ground floors, three underground floors and a total
a total construction area of 77,000
m2 , which is the national three-star green-building design project.
2
construction area of 77,000 m , which is the national three-star green-building design project.

Figure 8.
8. Zhongheng
Zhongheng Design
Design Center
Center Building.
Building.
Figure

characteristics of supply-side and demand-side match each other, so the
the DC
DC micro-grid
micro-grid
The characteristics
small-sized 0.6 kW
kW wind
wind power
power generation,
generation, 2 kW
kW photovoltaic,
photovoltaic, gas
gas turbine,
turbine, etc.,
etc., was
was
system with a small-sized
built,
which
can
highly
energy-efficiently
accommodate
the
distribution
energy
and
supply
energy
built, which can highly energy-efficiently accommodate the distribution energy and supply energy for
for load.
On basis
the basis
of weather
data
in Suzhou,
the annual
generation
wind
and
solar
load.
On the
of weather
data in
Suzhou,
the annual
powerpower
generation
of windofand
solar
energy
energy
is respectively
1971
kWh
and
2336which
kWh,iswhich
totally equivalent
to the diminution
of 6.16
is
respectively
1971 kWh
and
2336
kWh,
totallyisequivalent
to the diminution
of 6.16 tons
of
tons2 . of
2. experiment,
In this experiment,
weon
focus
the regeneration
all devices
(PV,
CO
InCO
this
we focus
the on
regeneration
energy.energy.
There There
are notare
allnot
devices
(PV, wind
wind turbines,
etc.) plugged
the DC micro-grid.
Additionally,
we will
connectwith
elevators
with
turbines,
etc.) plugged
into theinto
DC micro-grid.
Additionally,
we will connect
elevators
distributed
distributed
energy
usemicro-grid
of the DCinmicro-grid
in the
following experiment.
can as
be
energy
by use
of thebyDC
the following
experiment.
The elevatorThe
can elevator
be regarded
regarded
the power
supply
load
of its
operation characteristic.
the
the
powerassupply
and load
by and
reason
of by
its reason
operation
characteristic.
Additionally,Additionally,
the experiment
experiment
of isthe
elevator
is easyand
to construct
realize inTherefore,
engineering.
Therefore,
taking
system
of thesystem
elevator
easy
to construct
realize in and
engineering.
taking
the elevator
as
the
elevator
as
an
example,
it
is
used
to
verify
building
power
distribution
system
for
renewable
and
an example, it is used to verify building power distribution system for renewable and regeneration
regeneration
energy application.
energy
application.
7.2.
7.2. Application of Elevator Regeneration
Regeneration Energy
Energy
The experiment is carried out in the elevator engine room located on the 23rd floor, and
and there
there
are four
four Variable
Variable Voltage
Voltage and
and Variable
VariableFrequency
Frequency(VVVF)
(VVVF) elevators
elevators installed
installed in
in the
the room.
room. For each
each
elevator,
the
permanent
magnet
synchronous
traction
machine
power
is
28
kW,
the
Variable
Frequency
elevator, the permanent magnet synchronous traction machine power is 28 kW, the Variable
Drive
(VFD)Drive
power
is 37 power
kW, theiselevator
speed israted
3 m/sspeed
and the
1350 kg.load is
Frequency
(VFD)
37 kW, rated
the elevator
is 3elevator
m/s andload
the is
elevator

1350 kg.
The design of the elevator DC micro-grid (Figure 9) is based on supercapacitors. When
regeneration energy is generated, it can be fed to other elevators by use of a DC bus, and then the

elevator engine room. The legends ①~④ are VFD, and the meter V1 is a multi-functional electricity
meter, which can record voltage, current, power, energy consumption and other parameters. The
capacity of supercapacitor should be no less than the discharging electrical work of an elevator in a
cycle period with full load. After calculation, the total electrical work of supercapacitor should be
more than 0.358 kWh, and the capacity of supercapacitor (C3) should be more than 10.46 F. 13 of 19
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To ascertain the relationship between the change in the carrying capacity and the energy
efficiency in the elevator operation, the following experiment is formulated to simulate the actual
The design
the elevator
micro-grid
9) is based
on supercapacitors.
When
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operation
of theofelevator
withDC
and
without (Figure
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energy-efficient
device. One
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(75 kg)
energy
is
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it
can
be
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other
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by
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of
a
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and
then
the
rest
of the
without any weight is simulated as an empty load, one person (75 kg) with 500 kg weight
is
regeneration
is stored
supercapacitors.
voltage
of theisDC
bus drops,
simulated asenergy
a half load,
andinone
person (75 kg)When
withthe
1000
kg weight
simulated
assupercapacitors
a full load. We
can
feedthe
energy
to elevators
quickly.
The
utilization
of states.
the supercapacitor
the waste of
operate
elevator
separately
10 times
with
three load
The elevator reduces
energy consumption
regeneration
energy
as
well
as
the
energy
consumption
of
air-conditioning
in
the
elevator
room.
with an energy-efficient device is expressed as E1, and the elevator energy consumptionengine
without
an
The
legends 1 ~ 4device
are VFD,
and the meter
is asimulate
multi-functional
electricity
which
can record
energy-efficient
is expressed
as EV1
2. To
the randomness
ofmeter,
elevator
operation,
the
voltage,
power,
energy
and other
The capacity
of floor,
supercapacitor
elevator current,
goes upward
each
timeconsumption
from the 1st floor
to theparameters.
10th floor, then
to the 12th
finally to
should
no less
discharging
electrical
work
an elevator
in afloor,
cyclethen
period
with10th
fullfloor,
load.
the 20thbefloor,
andthan
thenthe
goes
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from the
20thoffloor
to the 12th
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After
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work
of supercapacitor
be moreelectrical
than 0.358power
kWh, and
finallycalculation,
to the 1st
Figure 10
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one of the should
input/output
of the
capacity
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(C3)upgoing
should be
more than 10.46 F.
energy-efficient
device in the
state.

Figure 9. The design of the elevators DC micro-grid system.

To ascertain the relationship between the change in the carrying capacity and the energy efficiency
in the elevator operation, the following experiment is formulated to simulate the actual operation of
the elevator with and without an elevator energy-efficient device. One person (75 kg) without any
weight is simulated as an empty load, one person (75 kg) with 500 kg weight is simulated as a half
load, and one person (75 kg) with 1000 kg weight is simulated as a full load. We operate the elevator
separately 10 times with three load states. The elevator energy consumption with an energy-efficient
device is expressed as E1 , and the elevator energy consumption without an energy-efficient device is
expressed as E2 . To simulate the randomness of elevator operation, the elevator goes upward each
time from the 1st floor to the 10th floor, then to the 12th floor, finally to the 20th floor, and then goes
downward from the 20th floor to the 12th floor, then to the 10th floor, finally to the 1st floor. Figure 10
shows one of the input/output electrical power of the energy-efficient device in the upgoing state.
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is fed to elevators, it needs to be transformed to DC by use of a rectifier, whose efficiency is about
98% [78]. In general, the total efficiency of AC system is about 4% less than the DC system.
The DC micro-grid of elevators has expansibility, which can be connected to other DC micro-grids
in building, such as BIPV and wind power generation system. In the following experiment, we will
connect elevators with distributed energy by use of a DC micro-grid.
In addition, a supercapacitor has the characteristic of high power level, which is used under the
condition of fast charging/discharging (such as elevators, cars and trains) rather than energy storage
for a long time. On the contrary, traditional batteries are adapted to the storage of distributed energy.
The hybrid energy storage system based on supercapacitors and traditional batteries could handle
incompatibility between the distributed energy and elevator regeneration energy, which will contribute
to the wide application of the hybrid building power distribution system. In following research, we
will focus on the hybrid energy storage system.
8. Conclusions and Expectations
This paper analyzes the three major changes in building power distribution system based on the
demand-side: (1) The characteristics of distributed energy; (2) the increase of DC load; (3) the trend of
WPT demand. This paper puts forward the architecture of building power distribution system based
on supply and demand-side, which is the trend for the development of the building power distribution
system in future.
This building power distribution system is AC-DC hybrid power distribution system/hybrid
micro-grid system and wired/wireless hybrid power transmission system. The diversity of system
ensures not only efficiency, but also meet the needs of different demands. In the proposed building
power distribution architecture, the DC micro-grid is the core and the link of system, which connects
with the AC power distribution grid and distributed generation, and links with the WPT system.
The hybrid power distribution system can promote about 4% greater efficiency than the traditional AC
power system, is suitable for the access of distributed energy and regeneration energy, and is conducive
to the plug-in of DC load and WPT demand, which means the saving of rectification hardware. In this
experiment, the DC micro-grid system of elevators can reduce about 19.24% energy consumption.
However, the proposed framework of the DC micro-grid system in buildings is still at the
exploratory stage. This paper verified the elevator DC micro-grid system. In the next experiment, we
will further verify the interconnection between elevator micro-grid and distributed energy micro-grid.
Besides, because elevator regeneration energy and distributed energy differ in power level and work
level, the hybrid energy storage system based on supercapacitors and traditional batteries needs
to be further studied. In addition, it should be noted that the construction of radio transmission
needs to pay attention to the electromagnetic compatibility of equipment and the safety of building
electromagnetic environment.
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